The Extended Command on the East Front
the control of the Commander-in-Chief in the East, began to hold.
The 2nd Austro-Hungarian Army, which, after all, now re ceived our Cavalry Reserve from Kowel, was placed in support at Brody. It was also so stiffened with German troops that its positions could be regarded as secure. As far as numbers are concerned, the Austro-Hungarian troops would have been quite able to hold their positions without German help. But that was impossible in their present condition, and we had to come to the rescue. We helped as much as we could, but the losses of the German troops with the Austro-Hungarian Army could never be made good.
Linsingen's Army Group was endeavouring to bring order into its units and form reserves. We sent this Group the ist Land-wehr Division from Mitau, which the Russians were leaving in great numbers.
The construction of positions was pushed on, and in this connection we had to supply the 2nd Austro-Hungarian Army with a great deal of barbed wire. The rear communications were also organized. It was a case of doing everything we had done further north in the previous autumn, when the armies of the Commander-in-Chief in the East took to trench warfare after our offensive ended. The conditions of trench construction were similar. We had to start everything from the beginning.
Of course, the establishment of a railway network was, on the whole, easier, for whereas the front was then advancing beyond its communications, it was now being' forced back on them. All the same, there was a great deal to be done on the Austro-Hungarian railway system : new lines had to be begun and a network of field and light railways constructed close behind the front.
Special line of communication arrangements had to be made in Lemberg for the German divisions in the 2nd Austro-Hungarian Army, and the same applied to Hungary for the divisions fighting in the Carpathians.
We made a beginning with the training of the March-Formations on our own principles, and they were to be inspected by
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